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Schools a
class apaft
IrVhat are the challengesfor the
UKs 5,000 supplementary
schools, asks Miranda Moore

According to the latest figures, '1 3% of pupils

in schools in England and Wales have a first

language other than Eng'ish.1 The figures for

native English speakers with an additional

home language may be even higher, with

2Oa/" of young participants in a recent survey

claiming to have another main language at

home. Given Britain's 'language skills crisis',

with successlve reports2 highlighting the fall-

out for business, trade and diplomacy, the

importance of supporting these 'community

languages' has never been greater.

The number of supplementary schools

teaching language and culture, mainly to

children wrth one or both parents from a non-

English-speaking country, has swelled to 5,000

natlonwide, according to some estimates,

covering at least 53 languages. Yet community

language learning continues to take place

largely outside mainstream education.

The establishment of the National

Resource Centre for Supplementary

Education in 2007 heralded a shift in

attitudes and a more unified approach. But

despite initial Government funding, the NRC

is now an lndependent charity, and

supplementary provision remains ad hoc,

including schools run by embassies, groups

set up by parents and community volunteers,

parlnerships with mainstream schools, and

church-run institutions. The majority are fully

or partly funded by a local authority and/or

18 TheLinguist Vol/54 No/2

attendance fees- Frequency of classes,

number of hours offered, class/school size

and facilities vary widely. Access is often

dependent on location, with most schools

situated in London, South Yorkshire, the

Midlands and parls of the North West (where

language communities are concentrated);

and on parents' ability to pay (a 201 O .rr"y3
found that, at fee-paying schools, tuition

costs veer from f50 to f555 a year).

Magnus Albeft, 7, whose mother is Danish,

is lucky: he is able to travel to the Danish

Church in Regent's Park for lessons once a

fortnight. Although it costs just f50 a year, it

is still a major commitment for the family.

'We're there for two hours and it's a two hour

journey there and back, so it's a big chunk of

time,' says his father, Matt, who has also

taken classes at the church.

Inspiring the children to go back week

after week is a major challenge. Motivation is

key, so it's important that Saturday schools

are signlficantly different from mainstream

lslington, German bakeries - on sale during

the morning session - are also a big draw.

Formed in 1989 by a group of German

education. Magnus is in an advanced class of

7- to e-year-olds. 'we do lots of activities. we fruAl ACtiVitieS, like
do games in Danish, Iike nangmar. That's my r
favourite,'he says.'Butthe thins I lrke aoour footbAll ClUbS, SO f
it is, in breaks, you get cake.'

At Deutsche samstass s.t',rt" (oss) it'S nOtfuno nO One'S

{
:

*

parents, it now has two sites, in lslington and

Hackney, teaching 240 children aged 4-17.

'With our teachers, their first instruction is that

the classes have to be fun,' says Managing

Director Cathrin Cordes. 'The older ones have

rival activities, like football clubs, so if it's not

fun, no one's going to come.' ln fact, the

school - one of 22 German Saturday schools

across the country - has a high retention rate.

I visit during Karneval. Every session stafts

with a communal song, but today there is an

accordian player, the children are in fancy

d.ess, and later the.e will be a procession

around the playground, ending with teachers

throwing sweets. For most of the children,

this is their only experience of such cultural

traditions, which are an imPortant part of the

school calendar.

A major objectlve for supplementary

schools is to teach children not only the

"The older ones have

going to come"

2015 www.ciol.org.uk
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CELEBRATING CULTURE

Kruteval at tlrc Deutsclrc Santstags Schule

Islingtort (rght): and f,lisabeth.9. wlto lms

beett goittg to the school since slrc wasJbur,

sttdies in KantevalJhrtcy dress (above)

language but also the culture of their parents'

country, and many also offer traditional music

and dance. Another key aim is to enable

them to meet other children who share a

similar linguistic and cultural heritage.

Julia Fahrenkamp has been bringing her

children, aged 7 and 9, here since 2010. I

find her chatting with a group of parents over

coffee and Kuchen. 'There has to be a strong

reason for doing something on a Saturday

morning because l'm exhausted by the end

of the week. But this is important for the
children. lt's good for them to meet other
children who are German, and to do German

things,' she says, to nods from the other
mums. 'For me, it's about the culture. I don't
want them to feel that they're the only ones.'

The children have two 45-minute sessions,

focusing on drama, singing, crafts and

creative activites in the early years, and

moving on to books, drama and topics of
interest as they move through the school.

lvlost stay on to prepare for a GCSE, usually

aged 12 or 13, but fewer do the A-level. 'To

do it in bvo hours, 32 weeks a year, they need

to work really hard at home,' explains Cordes.

thel ing uist. u berflip.com

Maya, 17 , has been at the school since she

was six and took an AS-level two years ago.

'l didn't always see the benefits of speaking

another language,'she admits. 'But coming to
the school has always had its perks: its singing

and its food. I like the whole atmosphere; it's

so friendly and the singing is lovely.' She is

now preparing for German A-level and values

the opportunities that offers.

Accreditation ls an important issue for
supplementary schools and something that
more are beginning to offer, despite the
challenges of finding exam centres where the
children can sit the examinations. 'lt gives

them a huge burst of confidence. lt is a

fantastic achievement for them because it's a

formal acknowledgement. They suddenly
appear as German learners for the first time,'
says teacher Charlotte Schulze, Chair of the
VDSS Association o{ German Saturday

Schools UK. 'lt might even have an impact on

their interest in taking up other modern
foreign languages at GCSE. lf they've already

got German, they realise they can do it.'
Studies have shown that attending a

supple'nentary schoo' can increase

confidence and attainment in other areas of
a young person's education,4 yet DSS has

more than 200 children on its waiting list.

'The sad thing is that we will only be able to
take a small fraction of these,' says Schulze.

And it is likely that many other children are

not accessing provision: according to one

,rr"y,S at any given time, 3-B% of pupils

aged 5-'1 6 have contact with a supplementary

school, although 13% have a home language

other than English.

'The existence of many of these schools is

extremely fragile and dependent on the

person who is running them,' says Schulze. 'l

know of one school that has been successfully

teaching children up to GCSE for 15 years and

the person running it is retiring and can't find a

replacement.' Funding is often at the heart of
the issue, as many administrative and support

staff work for minimal pay or as volunteers.

As VDSS Chair, Schulze is hoping to
develop a more sustainable model. Although

there is clearly work to be done, 1.'1 million

children in the UK are currently benefiting

from classes at supplementary schools - and

that is something worth celebrating.

Notes

1 'Schools, Pupils and their Characteristics',

2014, DfEd

2 See, e.g, The British Academy, 2013,

'Languages: The state of the nation'

3 'lmpact of Supplementary Schools on Pupils'

Attainment', DCSF, 2010, LMU

4 See, e.g Evans, D, 2008, 'Evidencing lmpact

and Ouality of Supplementary Education in

Barnet', ContinYou, London Borough of Barnet

5 DCSF 2010 op. cit.
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